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I keep six honest serving men
(They taught me all I knew);
Their names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who.
Rudyard Kipling (1902), ‘The Elephant’s Child’
Introduction
Kipling is a card/token voting game exploring themes of complex communication – saying one thing,
but meaning another – for 2 to 8 players, ages 11 and over. The game is based Kipling’s six questions,
in our case ordered as Why, What, How, for the intent and (in no particular order) Where, When and
Who for the content.
NOTE: For the @Boardroomers February competition, it is recommended for 3 or 4 because of the
lack of sufficient cubes (voting tokens) for more players, while the 2 player game has less opportunity
for bluffing and fun. For larger games, 5+ players, 3 extra cubes (ideally of different colours) would
be required for each additional player.
Aim of the Game
During their turn, each player, hereafter the Speaker, will choose a random How, What and Why card,
which will determine the manner in which they will make a statement to the player to their left,
hereafter the Spoken To. This sentence (or sentences) must contain some reference to Where, When
and Who to be legal, and imply the competing intents Why, What and How; this speaking on a
number of levels of meaning is hereafter called “Kipling”.
Then the non-speaking players will vote on whether the 3 components – why it was said, what was
said, how it was said – were independently good, neutral or bad. The person the statement was spoken
to gets an additional token/cube to place on either another answer, or to double up on an existing vote.
The Speaker will then reveal what their constraints were, and those who voted will get 1 point for
each of the 3 parts they guessed correctly; the extra cube might mean 4 points could be scored. If any
player gets all 3 parts correct, the speaker also scores the same amount, but only if some get it wrong.
The winner is the first to 16 points (or higher for games with more players).
Preparation
The @Boardroomers February Game Design Competition restricts playing pieces to 20 cards from a
standard Poker Deck and 10 cubes. For the purpose of the game, you will need the Ace, Two, Three,
Jack, Queen and King of the following suits, Clubs (What), Spades (Why) and Hearts (How) and the
2 Jokers (20 cards), 4 cubes of one colour, 3 of another and 3 of a third distinct colour (10 cubes),
which will allow up to 3 voting players in each turn; players will not be able to keep the same colour
cubes in this restricted version. NOTE: For the full version, there should be 4 cubes of each colour per
player, but for most turns players will only be using three.
The Aces, Twos, Threes will form a pack and will need shuffling before each turn. The two Jokers
will be used by the Speaker and Spoken To each turn, and act as doublers and re-doublers, like in
Backgammon. The Jack, Queen and King cards will be displayed on the table to provide a place to
vote on the utterance, once the speaker has finished.

You’ll need enough space to lay out a 3x3 grid of cards – providing the voting table – and storage of
the remaining draw cards and unused tokens. Lay out the following cards to provide the voting space:
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The layout* for the Voting Table.
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Why
What
How
The corresponding meaning for the Kipling deck.

* see footnotes for why the various cards are allocated to the 9 meanings.

Playing the Game
The Speaker Phase: Picking the Intent Cards
Shuffle the number cards thoroughly each turn, then the Speaker (the person who will utter the
statement later) will pick up cards, taking care for other players not to see their hand, until they have
at least one of each suit. Where there are duplicate suits, all but one must be secretly discarded as soon
as the duplication occurs, but the first card of the final suit must be kept. Example: Hence, a player
may pick up cards in this order:

The Speaker must now decide which of the Spades to discard. In this case, the option to mean
something Bad is too tempting, so the Ace of Spades is discarded.

Then the Speaker continues to draw. Having one each of Spades and Clubs will mean that the first
Heart drawn will end the selection process:

However, the Speaker has been presented with another choice, between Neutral (Two of Clubs) and
Bad (Three of Clubs), and decides to go for broke, before finally drawing a Heart:

This is a complete set, called the Intent Cards, which means the Speaker must say something in a
manner (How) that is Good, but the content of their statement (What) and their intent (Why) must be
Bad.
Once chosen, the three intent cards are kept secret and the rest of the Kipling pack is placed to one
side, again with the faces down to prevent clues.
NOTE: In fact, there are 27 possible combinations of Why, What and How, some more challenging
than others, but this semi-random choice should allow for some player modification; for a harder
challenge, the right to discard duplicates can be ignored, with the Speaker taking the first of each suit
that they deal for themselves.

The Speaker Phase: Doubling
Once the Speaker has decided the statement to perform, their Joker can be played to
double the score, but only for players that guess everything correctly. Clearly, this is best
played when the Speaker is confident someone, but not everyone, will get the complete
answer right. Example: If the Speaker plays the Joker, and only the Spoken To (the one
to their immediate left) correctly places the 4 voting cubes, then both score 8 points!
The Speaker Phase: Speaking
The Speaker then performs the statement, while conforming as best as possible to the three intent
cards, to the Spoken To (the player to their left). NOTE: When placing people around the table for
play, there are advantages and disadvantages to their unconscious placement; e.g. husband and wife
may well sit together without thinking, which can clearly have an effect on their mutual ability to
determine the intent of the statement. In that case, making use of this knowledge might benefit other
players if they correctly deduce the shared experience in this communication.
Example: Above, the Speaker has the following intent cards:
Why. Bad.
Here the Speaker’s deeper meaning must be negative.
(Okay, I’m speaking to my partner, who’s cooking is not great)
What. Bad.
Here, what is actually said needs to be obviously nasty.
(The last boiled egg I got was ‘burned’!)
How. Good.
The way the statement is spoken has to be glowingly nice.
(Right, I can think of something that appears to complement their cooking…)
Important NOTE: While the spirit of the game is to explore acting and accurate portrayal of
meaning, it is possible that players might be tempted to make outrageous or taboo statements. This is
both why there’s a degree of selection in the intent card choosing phase, but it shouldn’t need saying
(hopefully) that illegal or immoral statements need to either be agreed as acceptable for the purposes
of the game, or good taste and good sense should command. The real challenge in this game is not to
push social norms, but get meaning across in difficult situations. Appeals to Racism, etc, will clearly
work effectively to get across the intent, but seriously, players should be able to attempt this without
such obvious and deleterious tactics.
Now, for the statement to be valid in Kipling, some degree of Who, When and Where needs to be
incorporated into the statement. Example: We are talking about my partner (Who), who filled the
Kitchen (Where) with smoke yesterday (When). Hmmm…
Now the Speaker says (in a loving way) “Vic, I love the way you cooked the boiled egg to charcoal on
the stove yesterday to make absolutely sure you don’t give me Salmonella ever again!” However, an
alternative could be “Our Wedding… was unique and unforgettable!” etc. Try to think of others.

Let’s see if this is a legal (and a good) sentence. Firstly, the Who [Vic], Where [Kitchen] and When
[Yesterday] are covered. The bad Why is implied by the fact that Vic apparently gave the Speaker
salmonella poisoning (it may not really be true), and this carries a negative message. The good How
is (if the Speaker pulls it off effectively) given by the tone of voice. The bad What comes from the
fact that the egg was turned to Carbon, which is both true (potentially, but this isn’t strictly necessary
for the game), and generally not a good way to cook an egg.
NOTE: As a warm up, the person explaining the game should use this as an example to warm up the
other players. Please feel free to add other examples. The developer did once have to eat an egg that
came in a suspiciously darkened shell, when a flat mate cooked a boiled egg, but forgot to take it off
the stove, where it boiled dry and set off the smoke alarm. It did not taste nice.
The Spoken To Phase: Re-Doubling
Once the Speaker has uttered the statement, the Spoken To player can, in discussion with
the other players, agree to play the second Joker to re-double that round’s scoring.
Clearly, this is best played when the Spoken To is confident that they can benefit from
4x the score. Example: The Speaker has played their Joker, but the Spoken To person
feels the answer is too obvious and everyone will guess it at the expense of the Speaker.
The Voter Phase: Voting on the Cards
The Spoken To player votes first, followed by each player in turn (moving clockwise). For the Spoken
To, four voting cubes are placed, where the first three are placed one on each row – Spades, Clubs and
Hearts – corresponding to Good, Neutral or Bad intent. The fourth cube can either be placed on any
empty card, effectively doubling the chances of getting a point, or added to an existing vote to attempt
to get double points for a chosen option. The other players vote with three pieces, again choosing
which of the Why, What and How intents the Speaker was using. Clearly, earlier votes can have an
effect on later decisions, but who’s to say that the first choices are correct? If any player wishes to
change their votes, this is acceptable, provided the other players consider this to be reasonable.
However, players should attempt to vote carefully, as instinct is probably a good guide.
Blue thinks the Speaker was kind.
Green thinks the intended meaning
was negative. Red (the Spoken To
this turn) isn’t sure, and has used
the extra cube to spread this guess
on Why the Speaker spoke.
Red is sure this is bad in its basic
content of what was said. Green
and Blue think the words spoken
were generally neutral in and of
themselves.
All three voting players are sure
that How the statement was said
was Nice. If this was true for all
three parts, it could prove
disastrous for the Speaker if they
were correct.

The Speaker Phase: Resolution and Scoring
Once all votes are cast, the play proceeds to resolution of the vote scoring.

Red
Green
(1pt)

Red
(1pt)

Red
Green
Blue
(1pt)
Resolution of Voting Phase with Speaker cards revealed.
So, at the end of this round, the Speaker and Spoken To (Red) have scored 3 pts each, with Green on
2pts and Blue having only 1pt. If only the Joker (Jokers?) had been played, the Speaker and Red
would be on 6pts, well ahead of the others! End of Round scores are noted down and compared
against the target goal to determine if there is a winner.
Continued Play
The Speaker role passes to the left, to the previous Spoken To player. This role also moves one to the
left. The Speaker and Spoken To receive Jokers. The Spoken To gets 4 voting cubes, while the other
listening players get 3 cubes. The Intent Cards are returned to the Kipling Deck, which is then well
shuffled, prior to the next round.
Ending the Game
Once a player reaches or exceeds 16 points, (or a greater amount if agreed for more players) they are
declared the Winner! In the event of a tie, the player who spoke the most wins. In the unlikely
situation that both winners spoke the same number of rounds, then they share the victory. NOTE: For
larger numbers of players, it is suggested the victory point condition should be 5n+1 for a longer
game, where n is the number of players, but the amount should be high enough to allow all players at
least one chance to speak, not taking into account the double scoring made possible by Jokers.
Footnotes
All images are taken from Wikipedia. There is a rich history of the meaning of various cards,
particularly the court cards, but all cards have associated meaning in the Tarot for example. The King
of Hearts is called the Suicide King, hence representing the ‘bad’ side of the ‘how’ in this game. The
King of Spades is associated with Wisdom, while Clubs are considered action cards. Worth exploring!

